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VACUUM / SUCTION CUPS




















 



































VC 1...Flat Vacuum Cup







VACUUM/SUCTION CUPS



    









       

       

       

       



    









       

       

       

       



    









       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       



*SAS Automation will match any competitor’s price for stock components with proper verification.

VC 2...1.5 BELLOWS VACUUM CUP / SUCTION CUP

VC 3...2.5 Bellows Vacuum Cup











VACUUM / SUCTION CUPS






 







 

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

* These cups are made of 30 Durometer Polyurethane on the bottom 1/2 bellow & 60 Durometer 
Polyurethane on the top two bellows.
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VS 0... Oval Vacuum Cup / Suction Cup





VACUUM/SUCTION CUPS

VACUUM / SUCTION CUPS

VS 1... Flat Vacuum Cup / Suction Cup










  












        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        



   



 





        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        



   



 





        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        



   



 





        

        

        

        

        

        

        



   















         

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

         



   















         

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

         



 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  



*SAS Automation will match any competitor’s price for stock components with proper verification.




VS 2...1.5 Bellows Vacuum Cup / Suction Cup

VS 3... 2.5 Bellows Vacuum Cup / Suction Cup 



VACUUM / SUCTION CUPS
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VAS... Flat Vacuum Cup / Suction Cup w/Adapter



VAF... Bellows Vacuum Cup / Suction Cup w/Adapter 



VACUUM/SUCTION CUPS

VACUUM / SUCTION CUPS

VCF 1...Flat Vacuum Cup / Suction Cup

VCF 2... Bellows Vacuum Cup / Suction Cup

   





     

     

     




    

     




    

     

     

*Reference Nitril (N) for Material Properties

   





     

     

     

*Includes clamp



   

    

    

    

    



   

    

    

    

    

    




